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This is SPELEOBEM 22
Published by Bruce E. Pelz 
Box 100, 308 Westwood Plaza 
Los Angeles 2h, California 

9002h

Incunebulous Publication 221 
SAPS Mailing 66, January 196U

CE, CE WITH FIFE AND DRUM, 
HERE I COME....

The election is upon us again, and the incumbent wishes to'be re
turned for a fourth turn. He is running on a platform of economy, efficiency, his ' 
past record, and the incompetence of his opponents,, He thinks he can can re-elected, 
but the events of the past week have confused him so much that he isn’t sure of any
thing anymore.

It is 19 January today, and things are a mess. The QElection' and Pillar Poll 
ballot was run last week, with four candidates. A fifth candidate, having announced 
his candidacy last mailing, withdrew it under threat of telling what happened the 
last time he ran for CE. However, last night said candidate, Phil Castora, called up 
and said he had again changed his mind and wanted to run no matter what I said. I 
told him the ballot had been run, and he said 11 Oh." He then changed the subject and 
I thought he was re-re-reconsidered. Today Jack Harness informs me that there is 
dirty work at the crossroads, and that Castora is indeed running even though his 
name isn’t on the ballot. I give up. It sounds like another cute trick is in the mak
ing, though he can't possibly pull the same stunt he did in 1958. That time he ran 
for CE against Ron Parker and FIKE Busby, hut when the results of the' CElection came 
cut in April, Castora (and'Parker, too, for that matter) were ex-SAPS, having failed 
to get their requiredac in. Stay tuned for whatever he’s planning this time -- it may 
be in one of the LA zines that have to come in tonight — Hannifen’s, Baker's, Har
ness's — or it may be postmailed„ Or maybe I'm being put on again. Wait and see.

'Castora isn’t the only one causing the mess. If I were the absolutely vindictive 
type, I could throw cut (a) one of my opponents, whose dues aren’t in yet; (b)one of 
that same opponent’s chief supporters, whose credentials were dubious, to say the 
least; (c) another opponent's chief supporter, who sent only 32 copies of his zine; 
(d) Tom Armistead, whose letter explaining that he had been in the hospital these 
past few months for an operation on his hand just got here this morning, requesting 
leniency in' the form of an allowed postmailing or a held-up deadline. But they will 
all stay in, much to the disgust of the waiting list.

Explanation (a): the candidate has a standing account with me, so his dues were 
charged to the account.

Explanation (b): the candidate and his supporter did a one-shot of dubious val
ue and questionable title, sending me the stencils for publication, without any in
structions — or payment. Said stencils arrived while I was in Florida over Xmas, and 
I saw them when I returned. I ran the SAPS copies and charged it to the candidate’s 
account. The stencils said to split the credit between the participants — 2pp each. 
The candidate's supporter then send a four-page zine consisting entirely of gripes 
about the CE, his administration, and his fanzine. When said supporter arrived in LA 
this past Monday and came to the Physics Library, SAPS credit was mentioned and the 
CE denied any knowledge of the stencils, chortling happily that the supporter had 2 
days to get in two more pages. The CE isn't sure whether the supporter will have the 
pages, and he is fairly sure that four stencils are not h2 copies of a SAPSzine, but 
he is afraid he is letting personal rancour interfere with his job, so the one-shot
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has been taken from its hiding-place and retui-hed to its original place in the mail- 
ingo Both the candidate and his supporter arereferred to a short verse addressed to 
Ted Johnstone in the July i960 SPELEOBEM which ends:

U-The moral of this little bit is easy to be seen: 
Don't try to play these little tricks on the guy 

who pubs your zineH1

I haven't had time to write a trip report for my Xmas vacation trip, and I prob
ably won’t get around to it next time, either. But I do want to thank Ruth Berman, her 
family and their cat, who hosted me most enjoyably in Minneapolis, and from whose 
pleading invitations to extend my stay I found it diffuclt to escape. Thanks to the 
Coulsons, too, who put up with me for a night in their home. I learned several things 
on my trip: Greyhound is bad but Trailways worse; northern winters will keep me in LA.

Explanation (c) A phone call to the other supporter brought an airmail special 
package with the other ten copies. Or at least they better get here — by tonight, or 
he will get dropped.

Explanation (d): Hospitalization is considered extenuating circumstances, in 
spite of the fact that the OE considers the waste of the previous three or four months 
as evidence of Stupidity, and Mr. Armistead is being fined extra pages for next mail
ing o

LET IT BE OWN: I will not hold the mailing up one day for anyone. I had sever
al desparate pleas from localites'wanting me to hold up a day so they could give me 
the zines at LASFS Thursday night, but they all got the bird. (I understand one or 
two of them are highly'incensed that I should do this, and it will cost me their 
votes in the OElection. TS. If I have to have the votes of such, I'd rather losea 
I am, however, a bad loser. [Wait until Wally Weber finds out what I'm going to do 
to get even for him winning TAFF instead of'me — ever see some 20 issues of CREEP 
in one single fanzine, together with ZOBBLE, and selections from CRY and WRR and a 
few others? Watch for THE COLLECTED SCRIBBLINGS OF WALLY WEBER.] So I intend to fight 
for the OEship.)

By way of opening the battle for the CEship with a bribe, you will notice that your 
dues have been extended again. There is still plenty of money in the treasury, and I 
can't foresee having to charge the membership dues for quite some time — as long as 
I am OE, of course. As long as the new members pay dues, the WLers buy bundles, and 
the expenses are kept low, SAPS should be dues-less for the regular membership,, (It 
should be pointed out that'two of my opponents — the New York and LA ones — don't 
even have their own roimeos, and have to go across town at the very least to get their 
zines run off. More expensive and time-consuming that way.)

As it is now rather generally known, Dian Girard and I are getting married on 
the first of February. However, Dian wants to retain her individual SAPS membership 
(as well as her Cult membership and her place on the FAPA WL), so the waiting list 
will not benefit from the deal. I had a hard enough job trying to get Dian to use 
mimeo instead of ditto — I'm not about to try to talk her into joint memberships.

I see by the latest Hugo Nomination Ballot that the Pacificon is giving a seventh 
Hugo, in addition to the six recommended: best SF book publisher. Unless someone has 
a convincing argument — and I'm quite open to argument on this — I am going to vote 
for "No Award," on the grounds that (1) it is a step toward multitudinous Hugos, and 
the more there are the less they mean; (2) the field of book publishing is not com
parable on the basis of the science fiction content. The specialty houses have the 
largest percentage of science fiction — sometimes 100 percent; the big companies 
like Doubleday have the largest volume of SF; the paperback publishers reach more 
people than the hardcover publishers of the same book. If this Hugo is awarded, a fu
ture convention may have a category for "Best Cinema Studio Producing SF," or, in the 
fannish line, "Best SF Amateur Press Mailings." With this kind of award you are re
warding the vehicle instead of the content — the mechanics instead of the creativity.
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DIE WIS 10 (Did: Schultz) Eklund, isn’t the only one whe led a sheltered life. In 

spite of the fact that I spent ages 9-1U in a suburb of 
Newark that was quickly becoming wopsided in population, I never got anywhere near 
the gang warfare stage,, Of course, I was chicken at the time,'since I couldn’t fight 
my way out of a paper bag. Anyway, your write-up is excellent, and I’m in favor of 
more of the same sort of write-ups,

DAILY BITE (Weber & Toskey) Why don’t you get Ed Wyman to take you caving sometime, 
so you can put out a one-shot from inside a cavern? It 

could be a sort of past-tense title from your present title — like, Daily Bat.

MRn LICHT MN (Watling Street 17) You are only partially correct in your surmise that 
I consider Mr. Demmon’s'writing ’’blithering" be

cause I don’t like Mr. Demmon. I formed my opinion of Mr, Demmon’s writing when I did 
like Mr. Demmon — i„e,, before he Went Berkeley; Reading material of his that has 
appeared since then, both in fan and pro presses, has not caused me to change my 
opinion,,'

Yes, Madeleine’s report will be collected in complete form later.

PILLAR OF FIRE 6 (Rich Brown) Manly Bannister published the NEKROMANTIKON, rather 
than the Necronomicon.

I followed — and you’re right about it being a long time.'I haven’t the time 
or energy to use either that one or the new one this time, Rich, but maybe in April.

THE DINKY BIRD 6 (Ruth Berman) Another thing that’s gone by the board this time is 
my'writing of Chapter 11'of TFON. (Everyone else will 

now cheer.) Next time... . Anyway, I liked your chapter, and am glad t« have someone 
else take a hand in this thing.

SAPTERRANEAN 9 (Walter Breen) Dean Dickensheet once gave a lecture on the demi-viurge 
— the "half-virgin," or "tease" that you complain a- 

bout at Discon. I was in on the lecture, which (if I remember correctly) was to the 
effect that a demi-viurge is usually sexy as all hell, knows it, likes to show off, 
and won’t let you get anywhere at all with her. So: if «ne likes the company of a 
sexy girl enough to wrench his thinking around to the idea that he won’t be able to 
make her, and merely accept her on the basis of what she is and what she wants, that 
is fine. If one can’t, he simply does himself in. Anyone who’s s» damned conceited 
he thinks he can get anywhere with any girl deserves to get done in, too. I wonder 
if the Jeeves/Bentcliffe Burgher of Fandom awards ought to be revived — Gary is a 
likely recipient.

Alva Rogers very kindly parted with ICHOR 1; I am now looking for a perfect 
copy of the cover, to complete my ICHOR set.

AN OPEN LETTER TO LEE HOFFMAN (Dick Eney) I object to your contention that, just be
cause you won’t let franked material into 

FAPA and I will, you are more Cruel, Sadistic, and Black Hearted than I. I should 
like to point out that you are simply being CS&BH to the characters trying to frank 
the material inj I'am being CS&BH to the entire rest of the membership’’

A good conrep, if a bit scattershot. By the way, I have managed to acquire GOD 
COMICS No. 2, as well as no. 3, and will be receiving no. U when it comes out,

SPY RAY (Dick Eney) It should be pointed out most emphatically that Dian’s Shalar 
stories are not Coventranian in any way — except, of course, ' 

that they are placed on a fantasy world. Shalar is Shalar — net Coventry. OK?
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Eney, after reading Campbell’s 
mags for how many years it should 
be obvious he is a Sap, and thus 
eligible for the SAPS table.

If that volume was MbfM, it 
belongs to Ellik, in case no one 
has yet told you.

A very nice cover.

ZED 8o£ (Karen Anderson) [To whom 
go thanks 

for the illo on this page, as well 
as several other illos I have been 
using on my various APAzines.]

The serial run of dollars was 
deliberate— I simply asked the 
bank for 5>0 one dollar bills in 
serial sequence. No problems; took 
her about five minutes to go to 
the vault and get them.

Whether or not you use Eskli
st ead as a setting, I'd still like 
to see some more fiction like your 
"Arzan Honey.”

OUTSIDERS 33 (Wrai Ballard) If you 
decide 

to get rid of those old Pogo Comics 
one of these days, let me know, huh?

NIFLHEIM 3 (Pave & Katya Hulan) Clad you like this crazy state — along with the 
rest of us transplanted easterners.

I’m sorry I didn't credit Katya with her pages in SPECTATOR, but I wasn't sure 
she would be contributing to the' mailings regularly, sol held off to see if she’d 
have four more pages in the January mailing. As she has six, we have a new Instant 
SAPSite. Welcome to the menagerie.

GRIGNOLINO (Don Fitch) Don, you have been listening too much to the Benford Set. If 
they think fanzines should be Literature-with-a-Capital-L, 

let them write and publish such. I’d like to hear their comments on the subject of 
the past Benfordzines, regarded as Literature^-with-etc. I have those old VOIDs, if 
they (or you) would like to'refresh their memory. But one should write what he likes 
to write, Literature or Not. I — and obviously other SAPS — like your MDs.

-1 was talking to Alan J; Lewis the other day about the Fanzine Founda
tion, the Fantasy Foundation, the UCLA SF Collection, the Ackerman Foundation, etc. 
It appears that there is a good deal of confusion that should be cleared up. The old
est of these is the original Fantasy Foundation, set up in the 1933-36 era and pretty 
much ignored thereafter. The donations to it reside in Ackerman's garage, kept to
gether in one place, separated from the other material,in the garage. The Fantasj 
Foundation which Steve'Schultheis has been trying to get started is a New and Revised 
Edition of the old one, and it' necessitates a permanent storage building (including 
a consulting room of some kind, to use the stuff) before it can really get off-the 
ground. A number of LA fans have already donated material to the Fsy Fndtn II, which 
material resides either at Schultheis’s home in Santa Barbara, or in Ackerman's gar
age — the latter part being in boxes designated.as FF material, accessible only to 
Steve or myself. The Ackerman Foundation consists of Fnrry's entire cdilec%lon, and 
his house and property — all of which are to be set up under a caretaker upon Forry’s 
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death. The caretaker will live in the house and keep up the collections. Forry has a 
list of people to whom the caretaker's job is to be offered, but I haven’t the least 
idea who is on it. The Ackerman Foundation may, on Forry’s death, absorb the original 
FF material; it has nothing whatsoever to do with Schultheis’s FF II.

The UCLA Collection includes mostly pro stuff, but when Steve Schultheis was 
putting in one day at least every other week here he was getting a lot of fan stuff 
too.‘UCLA is still collecting both fan and pro material for the Special Collections 
Depto, and Steve is still Honorary Curator of the Science Fiction Collection, but 
■while he is away being Librarian of the University of the Seven Seas the UCLA SF 
Collection is at a standstill as far as sorting and classifying the stuff is con- • 
cerned. As far as a permanent repository for fan stuff is concerned, UCLA is a stop
gap measure. It will not have as easy access as a purely fan-run organization would, 
and there is no control. UCLA could junk the entire fan collection if it wanted to 
do so — and I'd be the last tn try entailing donations to a university library; 
there is a limit to what a library can collect, and it must be able to decide what 
is most important to keep. However, as long as no fan-run permanent repository is 
available, UCLA is the best thing available.

The Fanzine Foundation is Alan J.'s and Howard Devore’s, and it is concentrating 
entirely on' fanzines, to the exclusion of other SF materials — a very reasonable 
thing to do, when one recognizes the vast amount of material included in just the fan 
stuff alones They have collected quite a number of unwanted and/or donated fanzine 
collections, the most notable of which' is the Swisher collection. Their problem is 
lack of time for sorting and arranging, and lack of a permanent repository. Alan J. 
had written to me in December, and followed it up with an in-person talk, concerning 
the possibility of opening a West Coast branch of the FmzF in LA — probably with 
me, since I seem to have the largest collection in good order around here. The idea 
is primarily to open trading between here and the FmzF (which now resides somewhere 
in the Detroit area), and I like the idea. However, I'd rather do the trading as a 
private collector than a branch of anything. This prevents someone in the "main of
fice" from getting annoyed when I trade or sell to someone else besides him.

And there, as far as I know, things stand.
As Wobbly Bob was blatting all over local SAPSdom that he voted for Swinebarfer 

as much as possible just for the hell cf it in the last SAPS Poll, I seriously doubt 
he was simply trying to put Worm Metcalf on about it. He also let it be known that 
he had written to Swinebarfer suggesting that the latter return the favor. However, 
now that Gary is no longer with us, Lichtman will have to find another Literary Idol 
to hand all the maximum votes to. I wouldn't be the least surprised if it were one 
Don Fitch, either. Lichtman thinks SAPS Polls are silly, you know.

Another thought on the subject of why love isn't expressed, section C: "...the 
subject of your love will use the profession of it to impose upon you." I don’t think 
I mentioned the probable conclusion of that particular section — it amounts to the 
complete loss of the love. Remember the song "Love is a bird" from "Carmen"?

I guess I'm overly cynical and/or overly protective; I do expect some people to 
attack me and look for things to use against me, so I do my best to cover my tracks 
and not leave such things around in easy access. Of course, I've also found that most 
people who doJfind such things are afraid to use them — and even that is a way to 
cover oneself, nicht wabr? On the other hand, perhaps your own attitude that people 
won’t attack you or look for things to use against you will keep them from doing so; 
mag's sein.

POR QUE? 1? (Doreen Webbert) Tty sympathy on the car repair problems. Sometime I’ll re
late the story of the Dammit and its never-ending repair 

job — but right now it's t^o close to home. (The Dammit is the 1^61 Corvair station 
wagon that Dian and I drive around in while her parents, who own the thing, drive the 
DKW that Dian owns. Complicated? Well... )

Being CE of more than one APA at a time is no great problem as long as you have 
a fair amount of storage space. And you get to pick out the best copies for your own 
mailings as the stuff comes in, too.
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SLUG 6 (Wally Weber) Tell Otto that I am looking forward to seeing some Soames fiction 

in SAPS again. It's been quite some time since that feature 
has //^graced a SAPS mailing. Why, before you know it we'll be back to old times 
again,, with the GDA, the Soames stories, Squink Blog... .

ATOM for TAFF, yes.

A CONCORDANCE TO THE LORD OF THE RINGS, PART ONE (E. Joseph Baker) I knew it couldn’t 
last — we no 

sooner get rid of Coswal and his Weird Tales and Bible indexes than we get Baker and 
his Tolkien index. Oh well, at least it isn't in Esperanto. By the way, next time 
try to get the margins on the correct side of the page, huh?

SPELEOBEM 21 (B.E.P.) SAPS I have met Dept. 30 out ef 32 members (missing Armistead 
and Foyster) for 93.75 per cent; 75 percent of the Invitees, 

and 67 percent of the WLers (missing Wilimczyk, Gerding, Wilson, McDaniel, and 
Avery) for a total of hl out of H8, or 85.h percent, A slight improvement.

ACE MYSTERY (Ed Meskys) The "JWC satellites" at the SAPS table were Phil Bridges and 
George Early, neither of whom really fit the appelation.

George was the only other fan photographer at the con, as far as I know, who was 
using a stereo camera (besides'me). I have been planning to write and offer to trade 
some shots of the costume ball, but haven't got around to it yet.

And speaking of shots of the costume ball, Ed, I want to thank you for the good 
job you did with my camera while I was parading around in costume. An excellent ar
ray of costumes.

But on the auction, you've goofed: I didn't do any auctioneering at Discon; Ed 
Wood's companion was Steve Tolliver. And I didn't think the bidding was closed off 
very fast — I might not have thought so even if I hadn't been the winning bidder, 
too.

INSIDE THE LABYRINTH (Jack Harness) Occasionally, even your last-minnitac is humor
ous; this one was. You really ought to write 

more about the quaint and curious denizens of the Labyrinth. I'm sure the almost- 
residents are as funny as the actual ones. (And I thought you used Cartier for the 
floormat, not the bathmat. Or was it the doormat? I forget.) I'd try to push the 
pseudo-deal we'made when that Hawkman painting was bought, and obtain possession of 
it for a while, except that I haven't any place for it. You do remember the deal? I 
didn't think so.

SPECTATOR 65 (OElephant) The deadline for the October mailing, as you may remember, 
was a Tuesday. On the proceeding weekend, someone broke into 

the University post office here at UCLA, and when I went to check on the mail on
Monday, the service windows were closed. 
The boxes were accessible, and the mail 
put up, but no packages were being handed 
out as the place was closed for the po
lice inspection. However, I met the little 
old lady who runs the place, and she slip
ped me a couple of SAPS packages. Tuesday 
the same'deal — closed for postal in
spectors, but SAPSzines slipped to me. I 
did up the mailing and on Wednesday took 
the first ten mailings to the P.O. The 
windows were open now, and the little old lady handed me a package, saying “-This 
got mislaid during the confusion.In it were TCarr's HOBGOBLIN. Result: TCarr is 
reinstated, and there are two HQBGOBLINs in this mailing. -End MCs -



Chapter One
The small man in the merning suit and bowler hat paced the floor nervously, as 

many others had done before him in the same place. The patterned rug showed a well- 
worn path from one side of the room to the other in front of the row of chairs in 
which people waiting for an audience supposedly sat while they waited. The small man 
wondered idly why the Baron had never repaired or replaced the rug, as he stared 
down at the track and continued to do his part toward its wearing away.

He had been waiting in the Audience Hall for about half an hour since he had 
sent the servant to announce him to the Baron, and he expected it would be at least 
another half hour before he could get an audience — possibly more, since he and the 
Baron had never got along very well. So he was surprised when, after only forty min
utes, he heard footsteps in the inner corridor, and the door at the other end of the 
Audience Hall opened.

But the figure that entered was not the Baron. It was a tall, slender woman with 
long auburn hair, who mounted the dais and seated herself on the throne, motioning 
the small man to come forward.. Her white satin gown was trimmed with a red sash, and 
the coronet sparkled with diamonds; she wore both easily and naturally, as though 
they had been hers from birth. The small man bowed, hat in hand and a look of dis
appointment on his face.

"Your Highness," he began, "I am grateful for this audience, but it is the Bar
on I wish to see. With all respect to Your Highness, I am here as a representative 
of the Council, which has urgent need of the Baron's aid,,"

■ The Princess Coriena stared fcr a moment, and then laughed. "Jfy- Lord Council
man, you must be joking! You know as well as I that the Council can run the affairs 
of Schattrald quite well without the Baron. In fact, the last time — some four years 
ago, if I remember correctly — that the Baron tried to take a hand in the adminis
tration of the government, the Council threatened to petition the King if he didn't 
leave them alone. Wasn't it you yourself who stated at that time that the Baron had 
"about as much administrative ability as an East Coast pirate"? Come, tell me you 
are joking!"

The Lord Councilman stood his ground. "No, Your Highness, I am not joking’. Your 
Highness is quite corect in regard to the incident of four years ago, and even in 
regard to the quotation from myself. But there times when even the abilities of an 
East Coast pirate may be useful to a government — abilities other than governing 
and administrative abilities. It is quite necessary that I see the Baron as soon as 
possible."

"Very well," said the princess, "I shall iniorm him as soon as he returns." 
"Returns?!" exclaimed the Lord Councilman.
"Yes, he left three days ago on a hunting trip, and no one here in Stalkling 

knows when he returns. It may be another few days, or another month. All that can be 
done is to wait; I am sorry, Lord Councilman. Perhaps there is another 'East Coast 
pirate' whose services would be useful to the Council." She rose, and the audience 
was ended.

"Thank you, Your Highness," said the small man, bowing and backing teward the 
outside door, "but they seem to be in short supply here in the West." As the princess 
left the dais and walked toward the door to the inner corridors, the Lord Councilman 
stepped out of the'Audience Hall to the antechamber and then went towards the carriage 
entrance. "Hunting," he muttered to himself as he climbed into his carriage. "What 
the devil can he be hunting that would take him so long?"

And the Princess Coriena, returning to her'suite in the guest wing of Stalkling 
Castle, also wondered about the Baron's hunting, but wondered where and hew success
fully he hunted, rather than what. And she worried about his success, praying for a 
quick, safe return — for she knew what he hunted, and why.
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The Dark Forest extends northeast of Stalkling-Castle for more than ninety 
miles, Only one major road leads through the forest., from Stalkling to Flurdeli on 
the eastern edge of the forest, and that road is barely wide enough for two horsemen 
to pass ■— carriages must take the longer road around the forest. The minor roads 
are-little more than trails, and the occasional hunter, whether on horse or afoot, 
who ventures upon them is careful to do so only by day. None of the minor trails 
have been charted from one end to the other, and maps show only that two of them 
begin near Stalkling and disappear into the Dark Forest.

But some cixty-five miles along one minor trail, a hunting party quietly fol
lowed its quarry, as it had been doing for three days and nights. It was one of the 
strangest hunting parties ever seen, and one of the most deadly. The Baron was a 
large man — almost six feet tall, and weighing 11; stone — and he dressed in a com
bination of green and black that blended into the forest pattern. His cloak was 
wrapped tightly around him, to keep it from catching on protruding branches, and 
all his metal had been cloth-wrapped to keep it from banging together. A double- ' 
bitted axe hung at his belt, and a short, curved bow at the saddle horn. The Baron, 
his hands within easy reach of either weapon, watched the trail ahead, moving his 
gaze from one side to the other.

Spectre, the second member of the party, was a heavy black Barb horse, picking 
his way along the almost overgrown trail quickly and noiselessly, needing no guidance 
from the Baron, and oblivious to any danger — either from the quarry or from the 
other members of the party.

The third member of the hunting party was Shadow, a black cat that rode either 
on the Baron’s shoulder or on a special platform attached to the saddle. Both places 
were padded to allow’for claw-holds, and the furry fury could leap from one to the 
other as she pleased. In a fight, Shadow was at least dangerous, and at most deadly; 
two-inch claws and razor-sharp teeth on a small, fast-moving demon had more than 
once puu an enemy out of action permanently. On a’hunt, Shadow acted as a spy, as 
she could enter small places the others could not, padding back quietly to lead the 
others to their quarry.

The'final member was also a feline, though it was too heavy to ride on anyone's 
shoulder. Lamansh was eleven feet of tiger, and the leader on any hunt in the for
est.. The single streak of silver on his left side flashed in the sun as the big cat 
leaped across a clearing and again took up the spoor of the quarry. Behind him, the 
other three watched warily, alert for an ambush, should their quarry double back 
through tho thick forest on the downwind side of Lamansh.

For the past three days it had been a standoff. The hunters could not afford to 
get too close to the quarry, as his stolen weapon could easily account for all of 
them in an open skirmish. The weapon's, range was limited, however, as was its 
charge; the range was far less than that of the Baron's bow, and the charge re
quired a full day after firing before it could again be fired. Though the Baron knew 
the approximate limit of the range, the time needed for recharging had not been de
termined before the weapon was stolen. The quarry could not afford to let the Baron 
get within bowshot, nor could he afford to miss if he fired. Both hunters and hunted 
sought a side attack, from ambush if possible.

As yet, no one had been able to manage such an attack. The quarry had tried one 
on the first day of the chase, but the weapon had not recharged from the first use, 
and wouldn't fire. He escaped quickly on a side trail, and the hunters lost time fol
lowing- the original trail. Since then he had been depending entirely on speed of 
flight, which wasn't very much in such thick woods'.

As the afternoon of the fourth day progressed, the Baron became more worried.' 
If the thief and murderer wasn't caught before they reached the edge of the forest, 
it was probable that he could escape across one of the northern plains — and even 
more probable that he had a hand of thieves in the mountains beyond the plain that 
would come to his aid.
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It was useless. As Lamansh rounded a curve he stopped, growled, and leaped for

ward twice, then stopped to wait for the others. They were out of the Dark Forest at 
the edge of a plain which lay between the forest and the nearby mountains. A distant 
cloud of dust gave evidence that their quarry had eluded them, at least so far.

The Baron estimated the distance to the mountains, then scanned the plain. "It 
will take him about an hour," he announced to the animals, "to get to the mountains. 
Assuming his friends are camped close to this side of the mountains, it will be two 
and a half hours or so until he can get back with them. Let's head for the foothills 
and see if we can waylay them. This way, Spectre." He nudged the horse with his 
knee and it moved off toward the east. Lamansh loped along at his side.

The sun had set by the time they reached the foothills, a mile or two east of 
the spot where the main trail from the northwest entered the mountains. The Baron re
moved his bow and arrows from Spectre, then took Shadow from his shoulder and placed 
her on the saddle platform. The horse and cat looked at him questioningly.

"Home, you two," he ordered. Both animals said something which was undeniably 
an objection, but the Baron repeated the order. "Go home. Shadow, get Tripti and give 
him this,," He scribbled gi note and put it under the cat's collar. Another went into 
a small case on the horse’s harness. "Spectre, get the guard. Tripti and the guard, 
GoJ"He slapped Spectre lightly and the horse took off for the entrance to the Dark 
Wood, with Shadow on her side platform holding tight to the padding.

"That leaves the two of us to try holding those characters," said the Baron to 
Lamansh. "They can try for Flurdeli or for Schatvald. In either case they'll have to 
go by here — and I'm betting they'll go back to Schatvald, since their friend got 
his weapon there. So if we can hold them a while, Tripti and the guard can get set 
to take care of the attack."

"RowrrrJ" said the tiger amiably. The Baron wondered how much, short of specif
ic orders, the big cat understood — probably a l<?t more than one supposed. He set 
to work moving rocks around the couple of trees that grew nearby, making an archer's 
roost for himself aid some protecting overhangs for Lamansh. Then he sat back to 
wait.

Twilight had passed, and the first'few stars had come out. The Baron sat on a 
stone and stared up at them for a while, until he noticed a large star directly over
head, which seemed to be blue. "1 wonder if that could be Zhacla?" He mused aloud, 
half to himself and halt to the tiger, remembering the old legend of the star that 
appeared only once every ten'years, and the Dusk Riders that appeared with it.

According to the legend, a band of adventurers rode out, seeking the City of the 
Dead, and came to a king in the north who knew the way. But the king told them the 
road to the City of the Dead was forbidden to men and reserved to the use of wraiths 
and other inhabitants of the spirit realm. It could be found, but not successfully 
followed.

The leader of the adventurers laughed'and told the king that they would follow 
any path that led to wealth and excitement. The treasures of the City uf the Dead 
were worth the risk. All his men agreed, and they started out again. As the star' 
Zhacla shone brightly overhead, they found the beginning of the road to Totengar, the 
City of'the Dead, and, laughing and singing, they followed it. They never reached 
the end, and Zhacla disappeared from the heavens. But every ten years the star re
appears, and when it shines people report seeing the Dusk Riders.

"It would be most helpful," said the Baron to Lamansh, if the Dusk Riders did 
appear tonight — we could use some help." He looked toward the mountain trail, dim
ly lit by the moon and stars, and saw a movement against the background of -the hori
zon. He motioned Lamansh into position, and climbed into his roost,

"We're in business," he commented.



Ten little APA groups
With motives all sublime;
But KPA died in infancy. 
And then there were nine.

Nine little APA groups
With manners m»st sedate;
'Til Andy Main killed off the CRAP, 
And then there were eight.

Eight little APA groups
That wondered about Kevin
'Til good ol' APEX took him in —
And then there were seven.

Seven little APA groups 
Proved stf and sex can mix, 
Until the Bucket sprung a leak, 
And then there were six.

Six little APA groups
Ran hard tt keep alive,
But IPSO tripped on stringent rules, 
And then there were five.

Five little APA groups 
Discussed the worth of CORE, 
But SFPA soon seceeded, 
And then there were four

Four little APA groups.
OMPA was fair to see,
But foreign rates went up'again, 
And then there were three.

Three little APA groups
That mourned they were so few — 
Neff feuds soon broke N'APA up, 
And then there were two.

Two little APA groups
Could still have lots of fun,
But waitlisters dragged FAPA down, 
And then there was one.

One little APA group
Played blithely in the sun.
But Ballard missed a SAPS mai 1 ing, 
And then there were none.

Ne little APA groups
Te send out quart'rly crud — - 
And he who starts une up again. 
His name it will be mudl



KRIS CAREY 28 October 1963

Thanks for SPEIEOBEM 21. The cover was exceptional. Reading Meskys's section 
of comment I was reminded of the new ERB novel being reproduced in the November Amaz- 
ing. Although I am a subscriber to the formentioned proz, I haven’t received this 
month's issue. That has me worried. If I don’t buy a copy now, I may not receive a 
copy in the mail, and thusly I miss an issue for my collection. It seems to me that 
my subscription ends sometime about now, but I can't remember what month is my last.

Where, why, and when did you acquire a "four-foot broadsword"? [Fr*m Dian 
Girard's father, who made it; because I needed it for my Westercon and Discon costumes 
about the third week of June this year.. .BEP] Gads, I have quite a collection of 
knives, daggers, swords, and bayonets, and have a hard time with my cavalry saber, I 
find I'm best with a sword dagger used by a late Nazi Luftwaffe officer. The Nazis 
had a love for knivery, and had excellent taste in the decorum of same. This one is, 
as I mentioned, a sword dagger, which has an exceptionally long, thin blade, with a 
beautiful pommel and much work about the hilt. The old German myths and folk-legends 
had much to do with the exceptional decorum of the German dagger-swords. Alas, my 
collection is deteriorating rapidly. I have been selling and trading most for Other 
Items of more importance. One of the slickest items I ever ran across was a knife 
that shot the blade out much as a gun would deliver a bullet. It was extremely con
cealable, and easy to carry unbeknownst. It was, if I remember correctly, of Mexican 
origin, and was very precisely made. [Let me know what you want in trade for some of 
those shivs — especially the German dress sword. 1 have only a small collection, but 
it grows fairly steadily. If you're in LA some time, bring the cavalry saber and I’ll 
have a duel with you — I have a cavalry saber in my collection, too. Since neither 
my broadsword nor the sort of cutlass-saber that was made for the Grey Mouser costume 
are tempered, the cavalry saber is the best duelling weapon I have. I have a Mexican 
saber that has a longer reach than the cavalry one, but it's not as wide, and would 
probably break first. Care to fight sword-and-dagger style? I have two Spanish short 
swords that g» well with the sabers...BEP]

Harry Warner: I think the mother's way of handling the situation was unintel
ligent as condescending in a bad way. She should have flatly told her daughter that 
the engagement was null. I, too, think what she did was disgusting and perverted. 
Ecch!

Madeleine Willis-s con report was enchanting; looking forward to continuation. 
I don't like grey tinttone paper for mimeugraphy at all; of course I have good reas
ons ... .

JIM CAWTHORNE 21 November 1963

I’m not quite sure why I'm receiving SPELEOBEM 21, but thanks.' [I still feel' 
quite obligated for that beautiful illo, even though I haven't used it yet. When I 
publish something worth using it on... . And I faunch for more such covers...BEP]

The Bjo drawing, combined with that deep green paper, makes an extremely at
tractive cover. Incidentally, very few fanzines seem to make use of this mixture of 
page-colours, which gives considerable lift to the 'zine when used with some discrim
ination. Is it generally too expensive, or too troublesome, or what? [T»o trouble
some, usually, to have to maintain a supply of several reams of each color...BEP] Or 
maybe I'm generalizing too much on the basis of the small number of fanzines which I
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Your suggested reason for the prevalence of swords in fight scenes could 
also apply, I feel, to the use of fists (and feet) in more contemporary tales, namely 
that the much more logical methods of scientific hand-to-hand combat require a certain 
amount of study. So that you get only occasional exceptions, notably Poul Anderson, 
featuring them prominently in stories. Of course, there is possibly a feeling that the 
solid Hollywood-type thud of knuckles on jaw is much more satisfying than some swift 
sleight-of-hand across the base of the skull.

Boot-knives, however, are definitely a cad's weapon and the sort of thing 
which only James Bond would get mixed up with. [Sorry, I'm a cad. I thought I'd invent
ed the things long before From Russia With Love, and I grotched loudly when I saw them 
pre-empted by Fleming. I even have designs for them — and mine stay out for fighting 
until deliberately retracted, rather than retracting immediately after one kick. One 
day I may try to build them — just for kicks...BEP]

Another fragment of news about the Discon Art Show — it's gradually filter
ing through. I'm not surprised at the prices Arthur's stuff drew, having had a glimpse 
of it before it went overseas; to leave it on the sketch table would have been a 
throwaway.

Good Gad, sir.' Never heard of Sir Henry Newbolt?
"The sand of the desert is sodden red, 
Red with the wreck of a square that broke, 
The Gatling's jammed and the Colonel dead 
And the regiment blind with the dust and smoke, 
The River of Death has brimmed its banks, 
And England's far, and Honour a name, 
But the voice of a schoolboy rallies the ranks — 
'Play up' Play up.' and Play the Game.' '"

A stout fella, sir, a stout fella.
Enjoyed "The DisTAWF" Patt h; the Willis family seems to have a rather un

fair share of available writing talent.

MADELEINE WILLIS 9 January 196h

When you asked me to make the report I should have written a foreword to it, but 
even at this'late date perhaps I could make a few comments. I can only write of what I 
can remember, and my memory is faulty. I remember looking on indulgently while Walter 
took notes at various occasions, now I am grateful to have access to them. All I had 
to do, I thought, was to enjoy myself. Now that I am writing a report myself I find 
that this attitude of detachment from the mechanics of remembering and note-taking is 
producing inconsistencies in the report itself. I can remember very clearly most of 
the first few days, when everything was new and strange, but I find myself regretting 
that so many of my more detailed memories of the later part of the trip are trivial 
hanpenings. I would dearly like to be able to recall more of what Dean Grennell said 
and did; the witticisms of Bob Bloch, the learned conversations of Jim Dlish and Tony 
Boucher, the horrible pans of Forry Ackerman, and many, many more. In the report it
self I can only try to be as sincere and truthful as I can.

Wally Weber can make us laugh at the things that happen to him — he is a master 
of the twisted viewpoint; Walter Breen can write with erudition; Terry Carr can sat
irise; John Berry turns everything into slapstick; Walter can write with wit and 
warmth; me, I can only be frank.

About this frankness in the report, I have felt a little guilty of reporting the 
incident involving Michael McQuown, but how else can I convey that others comported 
themselves in a more mature fashion. It might have been better for all concerned if, 
when Michael attached himself to our party, one of us had just told him gently that we 
had an appointment together for lunch and that we would see him later, but he made it 
difficult for us at the time by his attitude of taking it for granted that he was wel
come, and we were too soft-hearted to dismiss him. Now that I have committed myself to 
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writing about the trip I have perhaps lost the sense of empathy that D»a Fitch writes 
ab®ut. Distance lends disenchantment to the view.

• • •
I left all last week free in order t® be able to devote myself to the next in

stallment of my report. Hah. I promptly went down with influenza. This week I am just 
about able to crawl about the house, though I feel as though I am floating around — 
a most peculiar feeling, sort of a combination of dizziness and weakness. So in the c 
circumstances I am afraid I must beg off doing anything for the coming mailing. Walter 
has offered to type up a page or two which I struggled to write, and it may arrive 
the day after you get this letter. I am doubtful about this, for I feel that it would 
be better to run more of it at a time, but I’ll leave that to your editorial judge
ment .

[The second letter did arrive today, lli Januaiy, and in the belief that a 
short Distawf Side is much better than no Distawf Side at all I am running it...BEP] 

the DisSW Ste 0 „ Part 5
Friday 9th September

We breakfasted again at the Jewel Restaurant, saw Richard off to his office, 
and arrived at the Greyhound Depot in good time for the Seattle bus. We were to spend 
^2 hours on the journey, so we wanted to make sure of getting seats together. We 
thanked Rosemary again for her hospitality and said goodbye.

We passed Gate 6 where a Seattle bus waited, probably not an express »ne, or 
perhaps ®ne that left later than the one stated by the voice of authority ®ver the PA 
system to be loading at Gate 3. We were pleased to see that we were near the top of 
the queue. As the scheduled departure time drew near we peered round the banks ®f 
lockers at buses entering and leaving the boarding area and became m®re and more un
easy as ®ur queue melted away anc that at Gate 6 grew longer. Finally Walter' seized 
a passing bus driver and learned that the office staff had blundered again. We rushed 
belatedly to Gate 6, joined the line of people getting ®n, and found that all the 
window seats had been taken. Walter and I had to take two aisle seats, but at least 
we were seated across from ®ne another.

We were very annoyed with the Greyhound organisation by now. First there had 
been that gh®st’bus from Fond du Lac, which had caused us to waste an hour waiting for 
Rosemary Hickey, and her to waste a couple of hours driving back and forth. Now here 
was this gh®st loading bay. Since then I have learned that the Greyhound Company has 
many other connections with the world of fantasy. The luggage department is run by a 
team of poltergeists, there are goblins t® make people gobble through meal stops, the 
advertising section is run by satyrs, and the man in charge of it all is some kind of 
spectre.

I had a horror of falling asleep on a stranger's shoulder, but uneasy sleep at 
last ®vertook me. I awoke to find I had managed to stay ®n my own side of the seat and 
to see that Walter was still taking in the scenery as if committing it to memory. I, 
on the other hand, only looked dazedly at the outside world, seen in green at the side 
and in deep blue at the corners of the windows. Such is the poverty of the human spir
it that slight discomfort looms larger in the mind than the wonder of cressing a con
tinent.. My world had shrunk to the dimensions of the bus, my mind occupied-with ques
tions of comfort, rest stops, timetables. Some parts of the day seemed to go faster 
than others. The mid-day stops usually lasted only half an hour, there was little pro
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vision for afternoon tea, and there was a long unbroken period ending at seven or half 
past. At home the reverse would have been the case. The long meal break would be at 
mid-day, and the shorter one in the evening. My stomach was still unaccustomed to this 
changed meal schedule, and I hadn’t yet realised it was a good idea tc carry food 
along, such as sandwiches and fruit. Other people had, I noticed: there were quite a 
number with flasks and lunch baskets.

The man beside me left the bus at St. Paul, and Walter and I at last shared a 
seat. I locked with more interest at the scenery. It reminded me a little of County 
Fermanagh with its hills and woods and lakes. It was more interesting now than the 
rather flat land to the north of Chicago, especially since we were now ne longer on 
the turnpike system.

I had looked forward to seeing a lot of America from the bus, but I hadn’t real
ized the vastness of it all. My mind was numbed frem looking at so much, and I almost 
regretted we hadn't flown to Seattle. Turnpike travel is monotonous, but you don't 
really 'see much of interest from a bus anyway, just frustrating glimpses of things of 
beauty. An awful lot of time was wasted on this part of our journey by having to slow 
down through town traffic, while the more scenic stretches were passed through at 
70 mph. If the situation had been reversed, both would have been a lot more exciting.

At Minneapolis, about h:30 p.m., I paid 3^ for a pillow. I hoped it would 
help me get a good night's sleep, but at Bismarck at 1 a.m., where the bus was ser
viced, they took it away again. So I learned to ask how long the period of hire of the 
pillow was in the future.

Later that evening the bus got uncomfortably warm, and while getting on again 
at Fargo, N. Dakota, 1 asked the driver if he could cool it down a little. I must say 
he really worked at it: before morning we were driving through three inches of snow.

eond'nued next issue
---Madeleine UiH is


